
CS21003 Algorithms- I, Autumn 2012-13 

End-semester Test 

Maximum marks: 55 Time: 20-Nov-2012 (AN) Duration: 3 hours 

Roll no: -----,.----- Name: __________________ ~------------

(Write your answers in the question paper itself. Be brief and precise. Answer all questions. ) 

1. A point P in the two-dimensional plane is said to dominate another point Q if their x- andy-coordinates 
satisfy the conditions: x(P) ~ x(Q) and y(P) ~ y(Q). A maximal point in a collection C of n points 
H, Pz, ... , Pn is a point ~ which is not dominated by any other point P1 in the collection. 

(a) Demonstrate by an example that a collection may have multiple maximal points. 

(b) Propose a worst-case O(n log n)-time algorithm to compute all the maximal points in a given collection 

(5) 

C of n points. For simplicity, assume that the points in C do not have equal x- or y-coordinates. (5) 
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(c) .AU. the maximal points ,in C constitute a subcollection Ci called the first maxima/layer of C .. All tqe 
maximal points in C\ Cl'Gonst1tute another subcollection (}2 called the second maxima/layer of C. In 
'general, if C~, C2, .... , Ck are the first k maxiinallayeJs ofC, then the (k + l)~st maximglldyer of C .is 

l k 

the set Ck+l of all maximal points inC\ U Ci. U~ing an appropriate reduction algoritfup., prove ·that no 
i=l 

algorithm.ca11- compute. the maximal layers of a collection C of n points in o( n log n) tiihejnthe worst case. (5) 

.. 
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Rollno: ______________ __ Name: ______________________________________________ __ 

2. Let us insert the (distinct) integers a1, a2, . .. , an in that sequence in an initially empty binary search tree. We 
use the standard insertion procedure without height balancing. We know that if the integers a1, a2, ... , an 

appear in sorted order (increasing or decreasing), the resulting binary search tree is of maximum possible 
height n- 1, and the insertion of all then items takes 8(n2 ) running time. 

(a) Demonstrate by an exan1ple that even an unsorted sequence may result in a binary search tree having 
the maximum possible height. Take n = 5. (5) 

(b) You are given a sequence of integers a1, a2, ... , an in an array. You need to decide whether inserting 
these integers in that sequence leads to a height of n - 1 of the binary search tree. Propose a worst-case 
O(n)-time algorithm to solve the problem. Note that if you actually build the tree, you end up in a 8(n2) 

running time in the worst case. (5) 
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3 .• (aj Design·a wor~t~case' O(n)-t~me·algorithm to g.ener~te a randow:permutation of·o, 1, 2'" ... , Ti·-T (5) 
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·(b), Now, your task is to geqerate .. a random undirected connected.graph with n vertipes. and m edges{ nand 
m ~e supplied to you; we must' have m ~ n- 1). Prqpos~ an. efficient ;:tlgorithm for solving this problem.' 
Analyz~ ili~·worst-dse. nmp.jng time ofyour aJgorithm: .. , ~ '· ' .. ·.. , (5) 
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4. Let G = (V, E) be a connected undirected graph with each edge ( u, v) E E carrying a cost c( u, v ). 

(a) A maximum spanning tree of G is a spanning tree T of G such that the sum of the costs of the edges 
in T is as large as possible. Modify Kruskal's algorithm to compute a maximum spanning tree of G. Write 
only the modifications (not the entire Kruskal algorithm). What is the running time of your algorithm? (5) 

(b) A bottleneck edge in a spanning tree T of G is an edge in T with the largest cost among the edges in 
T. A maximum bottleneck spanning tree of G is a spanning tree of G such that the bottleneck edge inTis 
of cost as large as possible. Propose a worst-case O(!E!)-time algorithm to compute a maximum bottleneck 
spanning tree of G. (5) 
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5! :Let G ::::; (V, E) be an undirected graph with a positive fost c(J.L, v )' as~ociated with each edge (u, v) 'E E. 
For u, v E V, let d(u, v} b~ the'cost ofa shortest u, vpath: The .. ecc;efltricity of a. vertex u E V .is, defined 
as e:( u) = ~~ d( u, v t The .. set of vertices. in 9 }la\;tngthe ~jp.~mulfi.eccentricity is ¢al~~cl the .. center.9fG,, 
deno~~d C (G). ·' 

~ ., 

.. (a) Find 'the e·cceritridt~es 9f all theyertices in the following<1,mdirected grapli. Assume that each edg~. 
has cosfl {so the qistance d(u, 1!.) is the length ofthe·shQrtestu,.v.path} Write the· eccentricities. inside the 
circles representing the vertices. Identify the center pf G. · . · (5) 

d (G) = ..,..... .. ----"-----,----""''--

(b) Propose:an efficie11t aigorithm to ~.ompute the center of G; Wl,l~t~is' tlie running tlme.ofyour algorithm? (5) 
' " ' " ' ,. ' .. ' 
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